CASE STUDY

Increasing ROI and Saving Time with Big Content Innovation
Meredith Agrimedia is a powerhouse publisher
with leading industry brands like Agriculture.com
and Successful Farming among its properties. Even
with a strong editorial team in place and deep
penetration in their market, Meredith Agrimedia
still saw an opportunity to grow their editorial
efforts to drive their business ahead. Partnering
with PublishThis, they achieved their goals in
increased KPIs and expanded revenue
opportunities. Here’s their story:

“PublishThis saved our team valuable time
and money while exceeding our KPIs and
improving our content.”
Dave Kurns, Editorial Content Director
at Meredith Agrimedia

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Dave Kurns, Editorial Content Director, already had a strong
audience within the agriculture business market, but he
wanted to find a way to deepen and expand their content
coverage. With an effective editorial team, they were doing
a good job of producing great long-form content for their
industry category. But Dave knew the right technology could
help them get more short-form content out of the editorial
team, increase audience engagement, and expand coverage,
as well as drive increased revenue and add new streams to
their model.

Dave explored his ideas with PublishThis, the industry’s most
advanced content discovery, curation, and publishing platform,
and quickly identified a number of innovative content strategies
that would help his team expand their editorial efforts while
saving them valuable time. He worked with Courtney Yuskis,
Digital Engagement Director at Meredith Agrimedia, to
implement the efforts and track their success to ensure they
were saving both time and money using PublishThis. Working
with the team, Courtney developed a Content Hierarchy so the
editorial team would be clear about how to make use of the
expanded curation-powered content formats PublishThis
offered to blend with their branded work and stay on-point
with their production goals.
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to find a wealth of relevant
articles, videos, and more within
PublishThis, inspiring them to experiment with new content
curation-friendly formats to find the right recipe for success
with their KPIs.

“We knew our team didn’t have unlimited capacity. That was
our goal - more quality content through a technology that
could help us keep our standards up while also providing us
with tools to build additional content solutions and revenue
opportunities,” said Kurns. He also knew this was going to
be a major change for the other editorial team members who
had been creating great content for years and would need to
learn to expand their definition of what a digital editor does.
Curation was going to be a new idea for them, but Dave was
confident it could help their meet their goals.
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Content Automation
The team first replaced a more expensive, less comprehensive
newswire service that was feeding their Markets Newswire page
with real-time automated feeds set up with PublishThis. The
automated feed was set up once with the specific sources they
preferred and some that they discovered during setup with
the PublishThis content team, and runs with little editorial
oversight now, leaving the team more time to work on original
articles while providing more diverse and targeted coverage
(rather than just a firehose of information from simple alerts)
than ever before.

Sponsored Content
Meredith Agrimedia’s paid partner program was able to save
30-50 hours per month on production and packaging of
these lucrative content modules while also bringing them
to life in a way that only real-time elements could. With full
video, content from their approved sources list, and the ease of
expanding use of the feeds they created, PublishThis has helped
the Meredith Agrimedia team expand the capacity to grow this
side of their business.

Short-Form Curation
The team started to use PublishThis to quickly discover
the best articles on the web across a broad cross-section of
content categories of interest for their audience. The team
then curated the content into their Editors’ Pick section of
the site, adding another 40+ stories each week in less than 30
minutes! This also helped the team ideate quicker too, since
they sourced story ideas during this process.

Listicles and Digests
The team also began to write original content that they could
pair with previously-written articles sourced and added using
PublishThis’ tagging engine. By including links to previous written
pieces that they could now recirculate more often, page-views per
visit increased. The editors expanded their content and included a
variety of voices, including perspectives that added to their articles
without diluting the focus of the editorial work. In addition,
the editors utilized Twitter cards to add real-time social
conversations to their publishing outputs. Most importantly,
the Digests offer a chance for the team to include paid content
links right into the articles as native ads, substantially increasing
the click rates over placing those links in ad banners on the side.
As a result, they’ve had exponential increases in click rates (see The
Results below).
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THE RESULTS
With all four solutions in place, Courtney was able to report
back to Dave that Agriculture.com saw increased page views
per visit, increased time on site, and the ability to add new
revenue streams.
• 250% increase in revenue from premium advertising on
Digest Posts

While Dave and Courtney exceeded their KPIs, the ability to
bring the best news to their audience has engendered even
more authority, loyalty, and trust because their readers know
that Meredith Agrimedia is the go-to, daily source for all news
in their industry.

• 150-200% better click-rate on Sponsored Content natively
placed in Digest Post versus Banner Ad
• 3X Time Saved
• 15% increased time on site
• 2.1 more page views per visit

“We needed a technology that could help us with what we
wanted to do and then some.”
–Dave Kurns, Meredith Agrimedia
Learn more about how PublishThis can help you deliver better content more often.
REQUEST YOUR FREE DEMO

